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FARC announces release of three hostages
US not impressed by Castro's statements
Jacob Zuma is new ANC leader
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Libya wants to cooperate against terrorism
Aruba drops charges against Holloway suspects
Turkish soldiers enter northern Iraq
Votes are counted in ANC leadership election
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Taliban kill 15 security guards
Ban-Ki Moon visits site of bombing in Algiers

VVD to back extension of Dutch NATO mission
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The Hague (18 December) - The conservative VVD have decided to back the extension of the Dutch NATO mission to Afghanistan. Parliamentary
party chairman Hans van Baalen said his party was unanimous.

There is however one condition. The Dutch government has to promise in writing that the last Dutch soldier leaves the Afghan province of
Uruzgan by the end of 2010.

The coalition government is expected to promise this in a debate in the Lower House on Tuesday evening. Mr Van Baalen welcomed the cabinet's
assurances on the mission's funding.

The VVD support means that the government can bank on a majority in parliament. Parliamentarians from the ruling parties - the Christian
Democrats, Christian Union and Labour - as well as the SGP also support extending the mission.
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Tymoshenko elected Ukrainian Prime Minister
Dutch clinic recalls patients for blood tests
Women patients allowed to demand female doctor
Turkish troops enter northern Iraq
Hungary first EU state to ratify Lisbon treaty
Israeli air attacks kill Palestinian militants
Japan successfully tests missile shield
Castro speaks of standing down
Police arrests in Duisburg mafia murders case
Five billion euros for Palestinian territories
Former Uruguayan dictator charged
Voting begins in ANC leadership election
Putin says he will serve as PM under Medvedev
180 Africans drown off Yemeni coast
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Zimbabwe to ease security and media laws
ANC leadership vote postponed
Dutch MPS seem to back extension of mission
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